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Abstract
With increasing growth of industrial units in developing countries and pollutants produced by these
units, nowadays distribution and dispersion modelling of atmosphere pollutants especially in urban areas
is an inevitable importance. Dispersion modelling of atmosphere pollutants is a methodology to estimate
focus and concentration values of pollutants related to emission source in different seasons. In current
study, using numerical analysis, a thermal diffusion of flare and focus values of industrial pollutants
simulation using air zonal methodology has been presented. After studying pollutants emission in open
area, validation has been done using laboratory data results and computational fluid dynamics method.
The results of this study indicate the ability of presented air zonal methodology to predict thermal
diffusion of flare and distribution concentration of pollutant source and information gained from this
analysis. Then an exploration of effective parameters in pollution emission such as wind velocity, flare
height, and pollution emission rate in downstream has been done. As the results show, when wind
velocity rises by 130%, pollution will reach far away from production source and with increase in flare
height by 25%, the pollution concentration values on the ground has been reduced by 44%. Also with
addition of barrier in pollution dispersion path, pollution level will increase by 60%.
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Introduction
Air zonal method is a model between computational fluid mechanics and one node model.
This method is capable of simulating different phenomenon that can't be reviewed with one
node models; such as pollution distribution, heat saving in wall, Asymmetric thermal radiation
and heating and cooling in total. One node and multiple zone methods cannot study many issues
since they consider thermal and pollution distribution to be steady in each zone. Air zonal
method is based on classifying space into multiple subdomains (cell) which assumes that
thermal, humidity and pollution concentration in each cell is homogenous. Air zonal method
can be used to model inner and outer media. Recently, this method is used to study mechanical
and natural ventilation system performance, air parameters distribution prediction and pollution
distribution [1].
Air zonal method allows us to accurately calculate physical parameters in each domain to
achieving details including air quality and energy analysis. Air zonal method improves the full
mixing assumption which is used in one node and multiple zones methods. Because of its low
calculation time, this method is a suitable method for predicting air flow in zone to calculate
desired parameters.
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In this study, emitted pollution in the air caused by a flare in sample space with zonal method
is modeled and simulated, then obtained results is validated with the results of computational
fluid dynamic method.

Theory and historical background
Momentum zonal model assumes that velocity in standard cells is low enough that ignores
momentum. In momentum zonal model equations it's assumed that velocity and viscosity is low
enough that flow is considered inviscid flow and an investigation on momentum conservation
has been performed. In this model large meshes with finite volume numerical technic is used
to solve Euler equation.
Equations of this model is between Bernoulli equations, pressure zonal model and
computational fluid dynamics models. In modeling there's no need to solve flow field
completely and solving until reaching energy balance equation is enough. In room temperature
usually turbulent flow exists too, and this model and models that are based on air being inviscid
don’t consider viscosity and therefore turbulence flow; so in issues that turbulence flow is
important, this model can't be used. Momentum zonal model is used to compare results of zonal
models mostly.
Voeltzel [2] used an air zonal method to predict temperature field and air flow in a building.
He also considered thermal radiation exchange into building. To collect experimental results,
he used a building with 5.1 meter height and measured the temperature on a line in the middle
of building for 56 hours in 4 different points with different heights. Numerical solution results
had acceptable conformity with the measurements.
Inard and Buty [3] validated Lebrun's model with multiple experiments and measuring
temperature distribution in a controlled environment.
Wurtz [4] and Bouia [5] presented a type of air zonal method in which with solving pressure
field, temperature distribution and air flow is calculated for inner spaces. In Wurtz's model,
energy and mass balance in each zone will be written and mass flow rate is calculated for
common surface in each two zones. He validated his model by comparing different experiments
and other numerical solutions. Simulation results of Thermal source effect had good conformity
with experimental results.
To calculate thermal load and energy consumption in building, based on multiple zones
models which assume full mixing of air in room, non-uniform distribution effects of room air
temperature are not considered. To solve this problem, Chen et al (1998) [6] presented a new
zonal method to calculate load and energy consumption of building by predicting air flow and
temperature distribution in inner environment. This model was validated with experimental
results and numerical solutions with computational fluid dynamic.
Air zonal method, have been developed to compare thermal system performances for many
years. Studies in this context, includes water radiator [7-9], electrical heaters [10] and radiation
panels performance review [10], ceiling heating [10], floor heating [11] and thermal pumps
[12].
Huang and Haghighat (2005) presented a 3 dimensional zonal method with air jet and source
and endpoint pollution, to predict air flow distribution and pollution concentration in room. To
validate this model, air flow distribution in a room with mechanical ventilation was compared
with results of computational fluid dynamic method. Temperature distribution with
experimental results and pollution concentration distribution with computational fluid dynamic
method was compared. Results indicated that this model with large meshes can present enough
data for air, temperature and pollution distribution in room [13].
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Materials and methods
In environments that air flow is created only by free displacement and it has low air velocity, it is
possible to simplify momentum equation in a way that no significant error will be made. For control
volume shown in figure 1, momentum conservation Discretization equations in x, y and z axis (gravity
in –z) are as below [14]:

Figure 1. Sample control volume [13].
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Therefor mass flow rate mi,j crossing from common surface of i and j cells is dependent on
average pressure difference, common cross section between them, air density and an
experimental constant ( Cd ). So mass flow rate crossing from j to i zone with a common vertical
boarder can be defined as below:

mi, j  i, j 2i  Cd  Ai, j pi  p j

0.5

(3)

i, j  sign  pi  p j 

To take account effects of height on cell head pressure, hydrostatic pressure difference for
horizontal cells with vertical flow must be inserted in pressure terms, so mass flux term for cells
with common horizontal boarders is calculated from equation 4 [15]:
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Figure 2. Flow between two zones with common vertical and horizontal surfaces [14].
So with writing mass conservation equation for desired control volume, we can calculate
pollution concentration.
n

mi, j  msource  0

j 1

(5)

It can be seen that to solve unknown pressures, mass conservation equations will turn into
system of non-linear equations. To solve this system, system of non-linear equations solution
methods like newton method (which is practically a type of Linearization) can be used. In this
study we used newton method.
Mass transfer equation governing gas pollution dispersion phenomena can be written as
below:

C

  C 
  UiC  
D
S
t
xi
xi  xi  

(6)

Left side of this equation is concentration changes rate in time and left side includes
displacement, diffusion and gas pollution source power in environment terms. In pollution
emission modeling by air zonal method it is assumed that air in each zone has full mixing and
all parameters in that zone are the same. Additionally, we ignored diffusion phenomena and it
is assumed that pollution is transferred only through air displacement from one zone to an
adjacent one.
Based on above assumptions, mass balance equation for each zone (like zone i) can be written
as below [15]:

Vi

dCi
 Vj iC j  Vi  j C j   S
dt
j i
j i

(7)
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In which Ci and Vi are air pollution volume and concentration in zone i respectively, t time
and Vi-j and Vj-i are volume flow rate from zone i to j and from j to i, respectively. C j is air
pollution concentration in zone j and S is pollution source power in zone i. In equation (7), left
side indicates pollution change in zone in terms of time. First and second term in the right side
indicate input and output pollution to the zone and third term indicates pollution created by
pollution source in the zone. Generalizing equation (7) and then simplifying it will give:

(1 

t
t
t
Vi j )CiK 1  ( Vj i )C Kj   S  CiK

Vi j i
Vi j i
Vi

(8)

Considering matrix equation A CiK+1 = B for above equation, [A] and [B] matrix can be
described as equation (9).

 A  (1 Vt Vi j )
i

j i

 B  ( Vt Vji )C Kj  Vt  S  CiK
i

j i

(9)

i

So after calculating air flow distribution in steady state, pollution distribution can obtained
by solving above equation. Please note that for each moment, a system of equation must be
solved. For boarders that entering pollution exists, input pollution level will be entered into first
term of [B] matrix.

Validation
To make sure of modeling and meshing, a simulation on pollution dispersion from a pollution
point-source next to a building has been done. Calculation of field velocity and pollution
concentration has been done using air zonal method in mentioned geometry and obtained results
are compared with experimental method data and numerical solution. Model geometry is
presented in figure 3.
Selected geometry was used in Huber et al's work in 1980 with simulation in a wind tunnel
and also in Huber and Selom in 1995 and finally in lee in 1998 with computational fluid
dynamic method.
In this study as it is shown in figure 3, a building has been chosen where in it width is 2 times,
length 1 time and height of pollution source is 1.2 time of building height. In this study, wind
velocity is 2.3 m/s and vertical to Y-Z plane.

Figure 3. Selected geometry schematic.
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Figure 4 shows pollution concentration level in down-stream flow. Experimental results of
wind tunnel shows that pollution dispersion level in the wall opposite to wind is negligible and
until X / H  3 pollution increases and after that until X / H  7 it will decreases and after this
point remains almost constant. In simulation with computational fluid method, predicting
concentration level close to that wall is more than reality and concentration until X / H  1
decreases and after that wind tunnel results will take place. Modeling with air zonal method
predicts concentration level from the beginning of computational domain and until X / H  4
with increasing rate, pollution level increases and until end of the computational domain with
mild rate, it will decreases. According to figure 4, predicted concentration level of pollution
dispersion with air zonal method increases with higher rate rather than computational fluid
dynamic and wind tunnel methods.

Figure 4. Pollution concentration level in ground diagram.
Figure 5 shows pollution concentration in z axis in a distance equal to X/H=1. Concentration
has been investigated from ground surface to 3H height. Results for heights lower than height
of pollution source is compatible with wind tunnel data but they are different for higher heights
than heights of pollution source in a way that obtained data from CFD modeling have better
compatibility rather than air zonal method modeling. As you can see in figure 5, in 1.2H
obtained concentration level with air zonal method equals 2 and for wind tunnel is 1.5.

Figure 5. Pollution concentration in Z axis.
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Wind velocity effects
After ensuring about obtained results from simulation with air zonal method, now checking
wind velocity effect on pollution dispersion on ground will be next step. In this section
considering geometry of case study meaning existence of pollution dispersion source in height,
one can study pollution dispersion changes on ground for different velocities.
As it is shown in figure 6, when air velocity rises, pollution level on surface decreases and
also maximum pollution level transfers in a higher distance from pollution source in a way that
when velocity increases from 1 to 2.3 m/s, maximum concentration level on ground transfers
from X / H  2 to X / H  4 and also its level decreases from 0.9 to 0.5. As it is shown in
figure 6, in higher velocities, pollution transfers to further zones.

Figure 6. Wind velocity effects on concertation on ground.

Flare height effects
In this section an investigation of the flare height effects on ground surface has been
performed. Figure 7 presents pollution level changes on ground surface for different flare
heights. As it is shown in figure 6, when height rises, concentration decreases. According to the
presented diagram when height increases from 1.2H to 1.5H, maximum pollution level
decreases from 0.6 to 0.4. It should be noted that when height increases, pollution start point on
ground is created in a further distance from the source.
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Figure 7. Chimney height effects on concertation distribution on ground.

Barriers effect on pollution dispersion
In this scenario, to investigate barrier effect on pollution dispersion, a building with 1.5H
height high is placed on 4H away from pollution source with 1.2H height. Figure 8 shows details
of the situation. Wind velocity in this study equals 2.3 m/s and is vertical to Y-Z plane and also
concentration levels in the following diagrams are dimensionless.

Figure 8. Schematic geometry of case study

Figure 9 shows pollution concentration level on surface ground for two states, one with the
wall and the other without the wall in downstream flow. As we can see, pollution level with
wall is more than the state without wall and its level is reached to 0.8 from 0.5 and also
maximum level is reached in lower distance from source in a way that this maximum level is
happened in X / H  4 distance for without wall state and for with wall state, maximum
pollution is in X / H  3 .
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Figure 9. Concentration level diagram on ground surface.
Figure 10 shows pollution concentration in Z axis in a distance equal to X/H=4. As we can see,
pollution level at first with barrier is higher than state with no barrier and also its maximum
level is on a higher height than the state with no barrier. Also maximum level of pollution
concentration with barrier is lower than the state with no barrier.

Figure 10. Pollution concentration in Z axis.

Results and discussion
In this paper we wrote a computer program with MATLAB software to develop zonal method
for simulation pollution emission in outside environment. In this program using air zonal
method, calculation of velocity distribution and mass flow rate of air between zones with zonal
method based on pressure has been done. After obtaining velocity in steady state, released
pollution and its distribution in each zone has been calculated. And after validating obtained
results, we investigated effects of wind velocity and flare height parameters and also pollution
dispersion which are listed as below:


Zonal method is a suitable method to investigate gas pollutant distribution.
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Wind velocity effect on pollution concentration density is in a way that when wind
velocity increases from 1 to 2.3 m/s, pollution concentration level on ground surface will
decrease from 0.9 to 0.5 and also happens in a further distance from flare.



With increase in flare height from 1.2H to 1.5H, pollution concentration density on
ground surface decreases from 0.6 to 0.5 and also place of pollution start point on ground
surface and place of maximum pollution density on ground surface is placed on a further
distance from pollution source (flare).



With addition of barrier in pollution dispersion path, maximum pollution level will
increase by 60% and also maximum pollution level will occur in closer distance from
source in a way that it has been decreased by 25% from the state with no barrier.
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